Good morning,

Email states:
Subject: Comments on AIA Regulations

Date: Mon, 5 Nov 2012 18:41:32 -0800
Attention: Janet Gongozola, Regulations Review under the AIA. At the annual AIPLA meeting on October 25-27, 2012, Mr. William Covey, Director of OED, announced publicly that the USPTO would not provide or enforce any CLE requirements on any USPTO registered patent practitioner, either active or voluntarily inactive, and the AIA (LeahySmith America Invents Act), expressly provides that the CAFC "shall" transfer jurisdiction of such matters to the Court of Appeals of the relevant District in which an action arises. That now includes matters not relating to or involving patent laws, which in view of Mr. Covey's comments and action relating to CLE by USPTO registered patent practitioners. Thus, the jurisdiction of CLE matters, including the inactivity of the thousands of voluntarily inactive PTO patent practitioners does not any longer involve or relate to any PTO related CLE requirements or patent laws, such that the matter is now in the exclusive jurisdiction of the States, not in the PTO under 35 U.S.C. or 37 C.F.R., or law, including Sperry v. Florida, 373 U.S. 379, 388 (1963) and 18 U.S.C. 1001.
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